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-  Is  a  general  wave  phenomenon,  applying  to  the  transport  of 
electromagnetic waves, acoustic waves, quantum waves, spin waves, etc. .
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Abstract We propose an implementation of a quantum walk on a circle in an opto-
mechanical system by encoding the walker on the phase space of a radiation field
and the coin on a two-level state of a mechanical resonator. The dynamics of the
system is obtained by applying Suzuki–Trotter decomposition. We numerically show
that the system displays typical behaviors of quantum walks, namely the probability
distribution evolves ballistically and the standard deviation of the phase distribution is
linearly proportional to the number of steps. We also analyze the effects of decoher-
ence by using the phase-damping channel on the coin space, showing the possibility
to implement the quantum walk with present-day technology.
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Abstract
Measuring thermodynamic quantities can be easy or not, depending on the system that is being
studied. For amacroscopic object,measuring temperatures can be as simple asmeasuring howmuch a
columnofmercury rises when in contact with the object. At the small scale of quantum
electromechanical systems, such simplemethods are not available and invariably detection processes
disturb the system state. Herewe propose amethod formeasuring the temperature on a suspended
semiconductormembrane clamped at both ends. In thismethod, themembrane ismediating a
capacitive coupling between two transmission line resonators (TLR). Thefirst TLRhas a strong
dispersion, that is, its decaying rate is larger than its drive, and its role is to pump in a pulsedway the
interaction between themembrane and the secondTLR. By averaging the pulsedmeasurements of the
quadrature of the secondTLRwe showhow the temperature of themembrane can be determined.
Moreover the statistical description of the state of themembrane, which is directly accessed in
this approach is significantly improved by the addition of a Josephson junction coupled to the
secondTLR.

1. Introduction

Electromechanical systems are devices which couplemechanical displacement and electrostatic interactions.
Measuring physical properties of such a device atmacroscopic scales is relatively easy—Coulomb in his famous
torsion balance attached chargedmetal spheres to rods and threads and visuallymeasured the torsion produced
by the electrostatic interaction between the spheres. Themeasurement of the torsion allowed him to determine
the force acting on the spheres [1, 2]. At the nanoscale however [3], themovement of a nanoelectromechanical
system (NEMS) cannot be observed directly. A further complication is that at those scales a quantumdescription
of the system is invariably necessary.

The specificNEMSwe are interested in is a suspended semiconductormembrane clamped at both ends,
whichwill be oscillating due to coupling to the thermalmodes of the clamps. The smaller is themechanical
element of theNEMS, the stronger is the coupling to the thermalmodes of the reservoirs that clamp them at the
extremities, and usually some enginnered structuresmust be employed in order to decrease its effects [4]. This
oscillator can be coupled electrostatically to other devices, allowing the transduction of themovement as electric
signals (see [5] for a general review). Previously schemes tomeasure the quadrature phase amplitude [6] and to
observe the quantumof thermal conductance [7] have been proposed. It is particularly relevant that the
detection of theNEMSmovement can give direct access to its temperature, a fundamental physical quantity
[8, 9]. For theNEMS temperaturemeasurement, usually the area under the noise power spectrumof the
displacement amplitude transduced signal is used as it gives directly themean phononnumber in the steady state
(see [4, 10] for example). However, one could ask on how to access the temperature of themechanical resonator
bymeans of a non-demolition detection scheme. Indeed, some previous discussion on non-demolition
detection in the accessment of temperature has been given [11, 12]. Also a discussion on back-action-evading
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Detection of quantum features in mechanical systems at the nanoscale constitutes a challenging task, given
the weak interaction with other elements and the available technology. Here we describe the interaction
between two monomodal transmission-line resonators (TLRs) mediated by vibrations of a nanoelectromechanical
oscillator. This scheme is then employed for quantum nondemolition detection of the number of phonons in the
nanoelectromechanical oscillator through a direct current measurement in the output of one of the TLRs. For that
to be possible an undepleted field inside one of the TLRs works as an amplifier for the interaction between the
mechanical resonator and the remaining TLR. We also show how the nonclassical nature of this system can be
used for generation of tripartite entanglement and conditioned mechanical coherent superposition states, which
may be further explored for detection processes.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.90.023843 PACS number(s): 42.50.Wk, 42.50.Lc, 85.85.+j

I. INTRODUCTION

The nature of the movement of tiny electromechanical
oscillators has proved very intriguing, receiving attention since
the early years of quantum theory [1]. Recently, several groups
have been able to engineer nanoelectromechanical systems
(NEMSs) with oscillation frequencies up to the gigahertz scale,
despite the challenge to sensitively detect movement at that
small scale [2–6]. Indeed it was demonstrated recently that one
can cool down to almost the ground state of the mechanical
oscillator [7–9] and implement experiments near the zero-point
motion [10], therefore inside the quantum regime. Single
electron transistor devices are the natural choice for movement
detection, but recently electrical transducers of motion using
circuit quantum electrodynamic devices have been considered
[11,12]. Indeed, it is interesting to explore the possibilities that
a transduction and coupling to other circuit elements may offer
for detection purposes.

In this article we show that a direct capacitive coupling
between a mechanical oscillator and two transmission-line res-
onators (TLRs) [13] enables a quadratic coupling between the
TLRs and the mechanical displacement. This procedure leads
to an efficient method for measurement of the mean phonon
number of the mechanical oscillator by current measurements
on the device. The coupling between the mechanical oscillator
and the radiation field inside the resonators is amplified in
an undepleted regime, allowing a direct quantum nondemoli-
tion (QND) measurement of the mechanical resonator mean
number of phonons in a simple setup. As a secondary result,
given the nature of the interaction between the elements, an
entangled state can be generated between the TLR modes and
the mechanical resonator states, which might be useful for
further application in quantum-information processing, or for
detection purposes.

*olimpioqedc@gmail.com
†marcos@ifi.unicamp.br

II. MODEL

Quantum features for a mechanical oscillator manifest
only when its oscillation frequency ν reaches the ν > kBT/!
limit. For typical temperatures of a few millikelvins, ν must
be of the order of gigahertz. Since ν ∝ l−1, where l is a
typical dimension of the oscillator, this requires l to be of
the order of a few nanometers. To test the quantum nature
of those oscillations constitutes a real challenge. A natural
way for probing it is through the direct electrical coupling
of the mechanical oscillator to radiation at the microwave
scale, as has been recently demonstrated [7,10,14]. In those
cases standard electrical measurements can be used to monitor
the mechanical oscillations. In the same spirit, we consider
two TLRs capacitively coupled to a mechanical oscillator as
depicted in Fig. 1. Since the capacitance changes with the
distance, the mechanical oscillations of the NEMS change
the distributed capacitances of the circuit: CL(t) = ϵ0A

[d−x(t)]

between TLR 1 and the NEMS and CR(t) = ϵ0A
[d+x(t)] between

TLR 2 and the NEMS, where ϵ0 is the vacuum dielectric
constant, A is the lateral area of the NEMS, and d is
the equilibrium distance of both TLRs from the NEMS,
here assumed to be equal. Also x(t) is the time-dependent
displacement of the NEMS from its center of mass. At
the NEMS’s equilibrium position, we define the equilibrium
capacitance as Ceq = ϵ0A/d and we avoid a short circuit by
stating that max |x(t)| < d.

By considering the distributed voltage and current in the
corresponding circuit, after some algebraic manipulations we
derive the system Hamiltonian [see the appendixes for a
complete derivation of Hamiltonians (1) and (5)],
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Anderson tight-binding Hamiltonian: single excitation
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Figure 2 Population second moment. Average over
500 disorder realizations of the relative second moment
in the population distribution !n/nav for the ground
state of the Anderson Hamiltonian, as a function of the
system size N and for different disorder intensities (from
top to bottom !/J = 2, 5, 10, 15, 20) showing the
convergence of the dispersion of the population as the
number of sites is increased.

where the states |j⟩ are the occupation amplitudes of each resonator, J is the coupling rate
between neighbouring sites, and the set of ωj are assumed to follow a uniform random
distribution around the mean value ω. For this model, numerical simulations are easy to
perform, for example using closed boundary conditions at both edges of the chain, and
diagonalizing Hamiltonian () directly, varying the total number of sites N and disorder
intensity !, for many realizations of the disordered potential.e To set the stage for further
discussions, we start in Figure  by plotting the behavior of the averaged relative dispersion
in the site population for the ground state of the resonators |ψ⟩, given by ⟨⟨!n/nav⟩⟩ =
⟨⟨[!N

j j|ψ ()
j | – n

av]//nav⟩⟩, as a function of the system size (N ranging between  to 
sites) and for different disorder strengths (!/J = , , , , ). Here nav = !N

j j|ψ ()
j |, is

simply the mean value of the site population, and ψ
()
j = ⟨j|ψ⟩ are the different population

amplitudes for the ground-state; the double angular brackets denote the average over the
disorder realizations. It can be noted the sensibility of the model for small sizes, since
although the eigenstates are always localized, the relative dispersion in population sites
only converges for a large enough system, a situation that is more relevant as the disorder
gets weaker as can be seen comparing the different curves for the region N ! . This
dependence on the system size is clear in the curve in Figure  for !/J = . It would be
required a much larger system for the curve to converge closer to the other ones.

The typical exponential profile for the population density is plotted in Figure (a) for
!/J = . A single excitation in the central site for a chain of  resonators is assumed
as the initial condition. In a Bose-Einstein Condensate (BEC), the measured quantity of
interest is the density of states at a given position in the lattice, namely, |ψ(x)| [–].
In our simulator, the quantity to be measured is the population of the first excited state of
a given resonator j, which is ρ|ωj⟩⟨ωj|. Given the discrete nature of our system, we cannot
expect a smooth Gaussian-to-exponential transition in the population profile. However,
we see that due to the presence of disorder in the diagonal terms of the Hamiltonian, ωj in
Eq. (), the spatial distribution of the excitations present in the chain remain always close
to the initial spatial distribution. Note that in Figure  the initial nonstationary regime
is not shown. This short time which is disregarded corresponds to the transitory path to
equilibrium.

It is interesting to explore the physics that is difficult to be included in the Anderson
model, and which is nonetheless present in a real implementation of the system. Specifi-
cally, the influence of thermal effects due to a surrounding reservoir for the resonators is
considered in the following.

Lozada-Vera et al. EPJ Quantum Technology  (2016) 3:9 Page 6 of 16

Figure 3 Density profiles. Density profiles of the phonon population for a chain of 51 nanomechanical
resonators. (a) Depicts the situation for a closed system with !/J = 15, while (b) and (c) for open systems
affected by thermal reservoirs with n̄ = 10–2 and γ = 1 MHz. In (b) !/J = 15; in (c) !/J = 2.

4 Open system
Here, we write a master equation for the Anderson Hamiltonian () to describe the effects
of the environment on the chain and consequently to investigate the corresponding influ-
ence on the localization of the states. In this way, we need to take into account phonons

HA =
NX

j=1

!j |ji hj|+ J(|ji hj + 1|+H.c.)
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For such a quantum walk the final probability distribution is quite
different from the classical walk6 1 Theoretical Framework
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Fig. 1.7 A comparison between the probability distributions of a classical (dotted line) and a
discrete-time quantum (solid line) random walk and on a line after 100 steps. The quantum walk
was propagated using an initial wave-function j 0i D 1=

p
2.j0;CiC j0;!i/ and identical local

coin operators given by Eq. 1.11

course means that experimentally one has to repeat the walk procedure many times
and measure the outcome in order to build up the probability distribution.

Figure 1.7 shows the probability distribution for the above quantum walk after
n D 100 steps. A comparison with the classical random walk distribution, on the
same plot, immediately reveals the rather surprising spreading properties of the
quantum walk. For the classical walk the probability to find Alice after n steps
is a Gaussian distribution with a variance !2 growing linearly with time, so the
expected distance from the origin is of the order ! ! pn. By contrast the variance
of the quantum walk scales as !2 ! n2, from which it follows that the expected
distance from the origin is of the order ! ! n. In other words the quantum walk is
a ballistic process propagating quadratically faster than the classical walk which is
a diffusive process (Ambainis et al. 2001; Blanchard and Hongler 2004).

What is significant here is that this non-classical distribution is due to the
interference of the complex amplitudes as the quantum walk evolves and relies
purely on the wave nature of the quantum walker (Knight et al. 2003a,b). As we
will see later, understanding the quantum walks as an interference phenomenon has
profound implications for their physical implementation.

1.1.2 The Pioneering Model

At this point it is instructive to briefly discuss the original work of Aharonov et al.
(1993) in which they coined the term “quantum random walk” for the first time.
There the authors introduced the idea of a random walk using a quantum coin whose
basis states could be rotated after each steps. Their description of the quantum walk
however was different from the above contemporary approach to quantum walks in
two fundamental ways.

The first difference pertains to the relationship between the position states of
the walk and the width of the walker. In the contemporary quantum walk theory,
the position states are always assumed to form an orthogonal basis for the walker,
that is hxj jxi i D ıij. In other words, after measuring the position of the walker, if
it was found to be in state jxi i with a probability equal to 1, then the probability

Bob simultaneously arrives at multiple nodes with various amplitudes
whose interference constitutes a probability distribution

10 / 37
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�classical ⇠

p
t (t: number of steps)

�quantum ⇠ t30 3 Introduction to Quantum Walks

Fig. 3.6 Standard deviation of the quantum walk (crosses) and the classical random walk (circles)
against the number of steps

performed in another chapter. For now, we will numerically calculate the sum of
(3.24) by employing some computational implementation. The graphs in Fig. 3.6
show the standard deviation as a function of time for both the quantum walk (cross-
shaped points) and classical random walk (circle-shaped points). In the classical
case, we have !.t/ D

p
t . In the quantum case, we obtain a line, the slope being

around 0.54, i.e. !.t/ D 0:54 t
The linear dependence of the position standard deviation against time is an

impressive result. Consider the following extreme situation: Suppose the particle
has a probability of exactly one to go rightward. After t steps, it will certainly be
found in the position n D t . This movement is called ballistic. It is the motion of
a free particle with unit velocity. The standard deviation in this case is obtained by
replacing p.t; n/ by ıt n in (3.24). The result is !.t/ D t . The quantum walk is
ballistic, but the scape velocity is almost half of the free particle velocity. However,
the quantum particle can be randomly found on the right or on the left side of the
origin after measurement, which is a characteristic of random walks. The quantum
probability distribution is spread in the interval

!
! t=

p
2; t=

p
2
"
, while the classical

distribution is a Gaussian centered at the origin.

Exercise 3.8. Obtain states j .4/i and j .5/i by continuing the sequence of the
states of (3.19) and check that the probability distribution coincides with the one
described in the table in Fig. 3.3.

11 / 37

Continuous Quantum walk
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